Introduction {#sec1}
============

In 2017, approximately 252,710 new breast cancer cases were diagnosed in the United States \[[@bib1]\]. The majority of these cases were in postmenopausal women with early stage estrogen-receptor positive tumors for which adjuvant endocrine treatment is aromatase inhibitors (AI) \[[@bib2]\]. Arthralgia, or joint pain, is a major source of symptom burden in breast cancer survivors on AI therapy \[[@bib3],[@bib4]\]. In clinical practice settings, nearly 50% of patients taking AIs report having arthralgia and attribute their arthralgia to AIs \[[@bib5],[@bib6]\]. Of those who have AI-associated arthralgia (AIAA), 50% had a new onset of arthralgia following the initiation of AI therapy, and 50% reported that their pre-existing pain had worsened since starting an AI \[[@bib5],[@bib6]\]. Additionally, AIAA leads to premature discontinuation and sub-optimal adherence to AIs \[[@bib7],[@bib8]\]. Further, both early discontinuation of and non-adherence to AIs have been independently associated with increased overall mortality \[[@bib9]\].

In terms of risk factors for AIAA, shorter time since menopause \[[@bib5],[@bib10]\], chemotherapy exposure \[[@bib6],[@bib10],[@bib11]\], obesity \[[@bib11]\], and a history of menopausal hormone therapy \[[@bib11]\] have been shown to be associated with AIAA. These clinical risk factors suggest that rapid estrogen deprivation due to AI therapy may play a pivotal role in the development of AIAA. Estradiol and estrone are metabolized by multiple mechanisms, including sulfation, glucuronidation, reduction, oxidation, and hydroxylation. Previous research has demonstrated that genetic variations in genes involved in estrogen metabolism, particularly *HSD17B*, *CYP1A2*, *SULT1E1*, *COMT*, and *UGT2B4*, are associated with estrogen levels, menopause-related symptoms during the natural menopausal transition, and breast cancer susceptibility ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@bib12],[@bib13]\]. Further, we and others have previously found polymorphisms in *CYP19A1*, a gene regulating aromatase synthesis, to be associated with patient-reported AIAA symptoms \[[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]\].Fig. 1Estrogen synthesis and metabolism.Fig. 1

In addition to the role of estrogen-related pathways in AIAA occurrence, inflammatory pathways may also be involved. In clinical observations, MRI studies have shown that tenosynovial changes and intra-articular fluid retention are associated with AIAA \[[@bib18],[@bib19]\]. Additionally, we previously found an association between key inflammatory biomarkers and the coexistence of arthralgia, fatigue, and insomnia \[[@bib20]\]. Further, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in estrogen and inflammation-related genes have been found to be related to AI-associated musculoskeletal adverse effects \[[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27]\].

Taken together, these studies suggest the biological plausibility that genetic variations primarily in estrogen pathways as well as those in inflammatory pathways may be associated with AIAA occurrence. Since AIAA negatively impacts survivor's quality of life, adherence behavior, and potential survival benefit from AIs due to poor adherence, researchers need to identify both clinical and genetic risk factors to better examine potential contributions to AIAA and inform personalized diagnosis and timely intervention for AIAA. The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the contribution of genetic variants in addition to clinical risk factors associated with patient-reported AIAA occurrence.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Study design and patient population {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------

We conducted a cross-sectional study with recruitment from November 2011 through April 2015. Eligible patients were postmenopausal women, 18 years or older, with a history of stage 0-III breast cancer, who had completed primary cancer treatments (surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy), and had either currently been using a third-generation AI (anastrozole, letrozole, or exemestane) for adjuvant therapy for at least six months or discontinued an adjuvant AI before the full duration of the prescribed therapy. All patients were required to understand written English and participate in the informed consent process. We excluded women with metastatic (stage IV) breast cancer.

Research assistants recruited patients from two breast cancer clinics, one in an academic tertiary care teaching hospital and the other in a community hospital, within the University of Pennsylvania Health System (Philadelphia, PA, USA). After research assistants obtained written informed consent, each patient completed a self-administered paper survey. Peripheral blood was collected from each patient; individuals who did not want to provide a blood sample were given the option of providing a saliva sample. Samples were banked at −80 °C for genetic and biomarker analysis. The Institutional Review Board of the University of Pennsylvania approved the study protocol.

2.2. Outcome measures {#sec2.2}
---------------------

Our primary outcome was patient-reported AIAA occurrence as described previously \[[@bib5],[@bib14]\]. To determine patients' perceptions of the impact of AI use on their joint symptoms, we asked participants to attribute their current joint pain to a list of six factors, including arthritis, aging, AIs, weight gain, other medical conditions, and other medications. We also asked patients who had discontinued their AI to select one or more reasons for discontinuation from a list that included joint pain and other symptoms. Patients who attributed their current joint pain symptoms to AI use as well as those who had stopped their AI because of joint pain were classified as having AIAA.

2.3. Demographic and clinical variables {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------

Patients' self-reported demographic variables included age, race, education status, height, weight, date of last menstrual period (LMP), and reasons for menopause. We obtained clinical variables such as cancer stage, type of chemotherapy, tamoxifen use prior to starting AIs, current AI use, and time since starting AI via chart abstraction. An oncologist (AMD) supervised the chart abstractions and verified the abstracted clinical variables for quality control.

2.4. SNP selection and genotyping {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------

We selected 91 SNPs to include in the analyses based on our previous study \[[@bib14]\] and other published studies that identified genes related to estrogen and inflammation pathways \[[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14],[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]\]. Participant DNA was extracted from buffy coat specimens using the Qiagen QiaAmp 96 DNA Blood Kit (Valencia, CA). SNPs were genotyped using the SNPlex or the OpenArray platform from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA).

2.5. Statistical analysis {#sec2.5}
-------------------------

We performed data analyses using STATA 12.0 for Windows (STATA Corporation, College Station, TX). Because genetic heterogeneity or population stratification has the potential to lead to either spurious association or reduced power, we carried out population-specific analysis and report here the results restricted to White subjects.

We tested associations between AIAA and demographic and clinical variables using the χ^2^ test. Demographic and clinical variables with *P* values of  \< .10 in the bivariate analyses were carried forward to the multivariable logistic regression models. Next, we examined the association between AIAA and genetic polymorphisms using the χ^2^ test. Genetic SNPs with *P* values of  \< .001 (Bonferroni Adjustment) in the bivariate analyses were carried forward to the multivariable logistic regression models. We performed logistic regression analyses in two steps: 1) Model 1 included only the demographic and clinical variables, and 2) Model 2 added the genetic SNPs to Model 1.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Participant characteristics {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------

Of 1468 consecutive patients screened and eligible, 1321 (90%) agreed to participate and provided written informed consent. The main reasons for not participating were: lack of time to complete the survey (n = 62, 32%) and lack of desire to participate in research (n = 85, 43%). Additionally, 15 (1%) patients withdrew consent from the study and 26 (2%) did not return their survey after consenting to do so, resulting in the final sample of 1280. For this study, we restricted analysis to the 1049 (82%) White patients who provided evaluable survey data (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} Consort Diagram).Fig. 2Consort diagram of breast cancer survivors enrolled and included in current data analyses.Fig. 2

As shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the mean age was 63 years (standard deviation \[SD\] 9.8). The majority of patients (83%) reported completing some college or above. Almost two-thirds (58%) of women had gone through natural menopause prior to their diagnosis of breast cancer. Two hundred and eighteen (21%) women were within five years of menopause, and 557 (54%) women were more than ten years from menopause. Overall, 916 (88%) patients were currently taking an AI at the time of enrollment, while 131 (12%) had discontinued AI therapy by the time of the survey. Among those who were taking or had taken an AI, 811 (79%) women were taking anastrozole. At the time of enrollment, 277 (26%) had been on an AI for less than one year, 502 (48%) had taken an AI for one to three years, and 270 (26%) had been on an AI for over three years.Table 1Demographic and clinical characteristics of White postmenopausal breast cancer survivors.Table 1CharacteristicsOverall (N = 1049)\
N (%)AIAA (N = 543)\
N (% within each category)*P*-value**Age, years (mean ± standard deviation)**63.0 ± 9.860.9 ± 9.0***\<0.001*****Educational Level*****0.003*** High school or less176 (16.8)73 (41.5) Some college or above869 (83.2)469 (54.0)**Body mass index, kg/m2**0.19 \<25442 (42.2)236 (53.4) 25 to 30313 (29.8)168 (53.7) \>30294 (28.0)139 (47.3)**Reasons for menopause*****0.002*** Natural607 (58.2)290 (47.8) Induced435 (41.8)251 (57.7)**Years since last menstrual period*****\<0.001*** \>10557 (54.0)245 (44.0) 5 to 10257 (24.9)150 (58.4) \<5218 (21.1)142 (65.1)**Cancer stage**0.29 0 and I541 (52.1)267 (49.4) II373 (36.0)202 (54.2) III123 (11.9)67 (54.5)**Chemotherapy*****\<0.001*** Yes558 (53.2)318 (57.0) No491 (46.8)225 (45.8)**Tamoxifen use prior to starting AIs**0.14 Yes260 (24.8)145 (55.8) No789 (75.2)398 (50.4)**AI type**0.07 Anastrozole (Arimidex)811 (78.7)421 (51.9) Exemestane (Aromasin)71 (6.9)46 (64.8) Letrozole (Femara)149 (14.4)72 (48.3)**Years since start on AI*****0.02*** \>3270 (25.7)121 (44.8) 1 to 3502 (47.9)264 (52.6) \<1277 (26.4)158 (57.0)[^1]

3.2. Demographic and clinical characteristics and patient-reported AIAA {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Among the 1049 White patients, 543 (52%) were classified as having AIAA by either reporting joint symptoms attributable to AI or citing arthralgia as a reason for discontinuing their AIs. In unadjusted analyses, higher education, shorter time since menopause, induced menopause, exposure to chemotherapy, and shorter time since starting AI therapy were significantly associated with AAIA occurrence (*P* \< .05) ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Demographic, clinical, and genetic factors associated with aromatase inhibitor-associated arthralgia (AIAA).Table 2FactorsWomen with AIAA (N = 543) N (%)Unadjusted ORModel 1 (Demographics & Clinical)Model 2 (Model 1 + Genetics)OR (95% CI)*P*-valueAOR (95% CI)*P*-valueAOR (95% CI)*P*-value***[Demographic and Clinical]{.ul}*Education** High school or less73 (13)1--1--1-- Some college or above469 (87)1.65 (1.19--2.30)***0.003***1.45 (1.03--2.05)***0.035***1.49 (1.00--2.20)***0.047*****Reasons for menopause** Natural290 (54)1--1--1-- Induced251 (46)1.49 (1.16--1.91)***0.002***1.26 (0.95--1.66)0.111.20 (0.88--1.64)0.24**Years since LMP** \>10 years245 (46)1--1--1-- 5--10 years150 (28)1.78 (1.32--2.41)***\<0.001***1.56 (1.13--2.14)***0.006***1.55 (1.09--2.22)***0.015*** \<5 years142 (26)2.38 (1.72--3.29)***\<0.001***1.88 (1.31--2.70)***0.001***1.78 (1.18--2.67)***0.006*****Chemotherapy** No225 (41)1--1--1-- Yes318 (59)1.57 (1.23--2.00)***\<0.001***1.30 (0.99--1.70)0.061.38 (1.02--1.88)***0.038*****Aromatase inhibitors (AI)** Anastrozole (Arimidex)421 (78)1--1--1-- Exemestane (Aromasin)46 (9)1.70 (1.03--2.83)***0.039***1.58 (0.92--2.69)0.101.28 (0.72--2.25)0.40 Letrozole (Femara)72 (13)0.87 (0.61--1.23)0.420.86 (0.59--1.26)0.440.82 (0.53--1.27)0.38**Years since start of AI** \>3 years121 (22)1--1--1-- 1--3 years264 (49)1.36 (1.01--1.84)***0.040***1.32 (0.96--1.82)0.091.26 (0.89--1.78)0.20 \<1 year158 (29)1.63 (1.17--2.29)***0.004***1.68 (1.17--2.42)***0.005***1.61 (1.08--2.40)***0.019******[Genetic SNP(s)]{.ul}*rs11648233** C/C67 (15)1--**--**1-- C/A or A/A372 (85)2.03 (1.41--2.91)***\<0.001*****--**2.21 (1.55--3.16)***\<0.001***[^2]

3.3. Genetic risk factors and patient-reported AIAA {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------

All genotyping failure rates were \<1.8%. Genotype distributions satisfied Hardy-Weinberg proportions and were consistent with reported reference SNP frequencies (data not shown). If the frequency for one of the genotypes was \<5% of the population, we collapsed the SNPs genotypes into two categories. In unadjusted analyses, we tested the association between AIAA and 91 SNPs in estrogen and inflammation pathways and found 1 SNP (rs11648233) to be associated with higher odds of AIAA occurrence (*P* \< .001 Bonferroni Adjustment) ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

3.4. Multivariable analyses of demographic, clinical, and genetic risk factors and patient-reported AIAA {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above in the Methods section and shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, Model 1 includes the demographic and clinical variables significantly associated with AIAA in the unadjusted analyses. Model 2 includes demographic and clinical variables plus the genetic SNP. To note, we did not include age in the multivariable models because of the collinearity with time since LMP. After adjusting for all variables in Model 2, having a college education \[Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR) 1.49, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) 1.00--2.20\], shorter time since menopause (5--10 years: AOR 1.55, 95% CI 1.09--2.22; \<5 years: AOR 1.78, 95% CI 1.18--2.67), exposure to chemotherapy (AOR 1.38, 95% CI 1.02--1.88), and starting AI therapy within the past year (AOR 1.61, 95% CI 1.08--2.40) were statistically significantly associated with higher odds of patient-reported AIAA. Additionally, results from Model 2 found that having at least one A allele in rs11648233 located in the *HSD17B2* gene (C/A or A/A genotype, AOR 2.21, 95% CI 1.55--3.16) was significantly associated with higher odds of AIAA occurrence.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

AIs have improved survival for many women with hormone receptor-positive breast cancer, however, AIAA can result in non-adherence to AIs and premature discontinuation of AIs \[[@bib7],[@bib8]\]. In this study of 1049 White breast cancer survivors, we confirmed previous findings that one in two ambulatory patients who receive AIs report AIAA \[[@bib5],[@bib6]\] and that AIAA occurrence was inversely related to the length of time since menopause \[[@bib14]\]. In addition, we found that having a college education, receipt of chemotherapy, and having started an AI within the past year were significantly associated with AIAA. Additionally, SNP rs11648233 (*HSD17B2*) was also significantly associated with higher odds of AIAA, suggesting that this gene in the estrogen pathway plays a role in the mechanism of this toxicity.

In this large study of postmenopausal breast cancer survivors, we confirm previous research findings that have identified associations between clinical risk factors and AIAA. We found that prior chemotherapy increased the odds for reporting AIAA, which is in line with others who have found that receipt of chemotherapy is a risk factor for AIAA \[[@bib6],[@bib10],[@bib11]\]. Since younger women treated with chemotherapy may experience premature menopause, which results in more abrupt and a greater magnitude of estrogen withdrawal, it is not surprising for us to confirm that time since menopause is also inversely related to AIAA occurrence \[[@bib5],[@bib14]\]. We also found that shorter time since starting AI therapy was associated with higher odds of reporting AIAA in our study population, which is consistent with a study by Egawa and colleagues (2016) \[[@bib10]\]. These findings emphasize that the host estrogen environment at the time of AI initiation plays an important role in developing AIAA because AIs can cause a larger drop in estrogen levels for those women who have more recently transitioned into menopause.

We identified one SNP in the estrogen metabolism pathway that was associated with AIAA occurrence. Specifically, rs11648233 in the *HSD17B2* gene was associated with twice the odds of reporting AIAA. The *HSD17B2* enzyme oxidizes estradiol (E2) to the weaker estrone (E1), which has a lower binding affinity for the estrogen receptor, and contributes to lower levels of E2 \[[@bib38],[@bib39]\]. This reduction of E2 by the *HSD17B2* enzyme may help explain a potential mechanism behind its association with AIAA occurrence. Further, *HSD17B2* has been shown to be associated with prognostic significance in breast cancer progression and relapse \[[@bib30],[@bib31],[@bib36]\]. In this study, we were not able to identify the same significant SNPs in *CYP19A1* as previously reported in our study \[[@bib14]\] and in the BIG 1--98 and TEAM trials \[[@bib16],[@bib17]\].

Previous research from large, prospective trials have provided mixed results showing that emergent musculoskeletal symptoms, like AIAA, may be associated with improved outcomes, such as disease-free survival and breast cancer free interval \[[@bib17],[@bib40],[@bib41]\]. These prospective studies, along with our exploratory findings, contribute to the growing research on how genetic variants in estrogen pathways may impact biological mechanisms related to AIAA occurrence. Given that clinical cancer care is becoming highly personalized based on molecular markers of the host and tumor, increasing research has been dedicated to finding genetic biomarkers to improve risk prediction, diagnosis and cancer treatment-related symptoms \[[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]\]. Translating genetic risk factors into clinical practice may help clinicians to better identify who is at risk for AIAA and may benefit from early symptom management, potentially leading to better adherence to AI therapy and improved clinical outcomes.

It is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study. Our cross-sectional study design limits our ability to establish causal relationships between AIAA occurrence and the clinical and genetic risk factors identified in this study. Further, cross-sectional collection of data may miss those participants with intermittent joint symptoms. Second, self-report of AIAA may be subject to recall bias; however, the prevalence of AIAA in this study is similar to prior studies \[[@bib5],[@bib6],[@bib14]\]. Third, despite Bonferroni adjustment, our genetic findings need to be validated in independent cohorts. Lastly, our analyses only included White subjects due to the limited sample size of minority patients in our cohort and may be subject to selection bias. Future research is needed to examine genetic polymorphisms and AIAA in racial/ethnic minority populations.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

Despite these limitations, our study is the largest to date to evaluate demographic, clinical, and genetic risk factors associated with AIAA among postmenopausal breast cancer survivors. One in two women experience AIAA. Time since starting menopause and AIs, as well as prior chemotherapy, are robust clinical risk factors that can help oncologists and nurses to stratify patients by risk for timely and personalized symptom monitoring and management. Our study also suggests genetic factors, such as SNP rs11648233 in the estrogen pathway, are associated with increased odds of AIAA occurrence. Future validation of these findings in an independent, prospective study with a diverse population and the use of next generation sequencing will help further personalize effective symptom diagnosis and management to reduce AIAA among women with breast cancer.
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[^1]: AI, aromatase inhibitor. Note: The bold and italicized text indicates a statistically significant P-value of \<0.05.

[^2]: Abbreviations: AIAA, aromatase inhibitor-associated arthralgia; OR, odds ratio; AOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; LMP, last menstrual period; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. Note: The bold and italicized text indicates a statistically significant P-value of \<0.05.
